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Abstract: One letter described in accompanying documents as being "wriiten in German," but much of it also appears to be in Latin.
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Access Restrictions
The collection is open for research.
Use Restrictions
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Preferred Citation
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Scope and Content
"German Township Montgomery Co Ohio Feb 14th 1817." One mss letter described in accompanying documents as being "writen in German," but much of it also appears to be in Latin. Title/heading is in English as indicated above. Per documentation, letter "mentions Charles [ O. ] Wolpers. Mentions Cincinatti, Baltimore & Phila."
Related Material
For Wolpers, see http://www.libraries.wright.edu/special/collection_guides/guide_files/ms126.pdf
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Manuscripts (document genre)
Correspondence
Wolpers (Charles O.), Theodore Carl Otto -- Correspondence
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